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Boland Leaves Cast;
Lavery Takes Role
To the disappointment of the
cast of Philadelphia, Here I Come,
Mr. Joseph Boland, guest director
from the New York company, has
had to cancel his contract with
the college. He will not be appear-
ing in the show, the season's open-er-,
at Homecoming.
Mr. Boland spent a week on
campus, blocking, directing, and
setting up the entire production.
Unfortunately for us, and for-
tunately for Mr. Boland, he has
landed a supporting role in the
forthcoming Herman Shumlin pre-
sentation, Ruben, Ruben, starring
Melvin Douglas. This show goes
into rehearsal Oct. 10, and after
the customary tryouts, will open
on Broadway in December.
Philadelphia, Here I Come fea-
tures Tom Clark and Mel SheUy
as the private and public personali-
ties of Gareth O'Donnell. Bob La-ver- y
will replace Mr. Boland as
the father. S. B. O'Donnel. Other
members of the cast are Ralph
Day, Lynne Unger, Larry Motor-mick- ,
Tom Dawson, and freshmen,
Anne Looney, Michele Burden,
Mac Collins, Rod MacDonald, Dan
Johnson and Kent Wrampelmeier.
Debbie Kenworthv is assistant to
the director, Dr. William C. Craig.
Tickets go on sale at the De-
partment of Speech, Monday, Oct,
9, at 1:30 p.m.
it V
V,
Ruggiero Ricci
Concert Is Given
Dy Violinist Ricci
Mr. Ruggiero Ricci, internation-
ally renowned violinist, will open
the Student Concert Series with a
performance next Wednesday at
8:15 in the chapel.
Unlike so many child-prodigi- es
who have lost their fame with ap-
proaching manhood, Mr. Ricci has
more than matched his early suc-
cess. In the recent opinion of the
New York Times; he is "an un-
disputed master ... an enkindling
musical spirit . . . one of the great
joys in today's musical world."
He has played with an imposing
list of major symphony orchestras
from Boston to Buenos Aires. A
favorite in Iron Curtain countries,
he has toured under the auspices
of the State Department. Ricci
was hailed in Bengali and carried
through the streets of Accra. This
current season he will play with
the American Symphony Orches
tra, Leopold Stokowski, and the
Los Angeles Philharmonic.
Tickets are available at the
music department or at the door.
' " "J h - 'rVv .rill '
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Rushees Ann Hines, Leni Perrius, Jenny Doolittle and others
head toward the KEZ "Tom Jones Parry", one of the many
pre-He- ll Week activities last weekend. One hundred thirty
sophomore girls received bids Monday to join the ICC Girls'
Clubs (listed p. 7). Hell Week began yesterday at noon and
continues through Saturday noon, when the pledges of each
club present skits in the gym. Other activities include Derby
Day, picketing Men Hall, section activities, and demonstra-
tions in the Town Square.
Wooster Holds
Latin Seminars
The SGA will be hosting nearly
200 delegates on the weekend of
Nov. 34. Most of these will be
students and faculty from colleges
and universities, who are inter-
ested in the history and culture
of Latin America, and who will
be attending the SGA's confer-
ence, Dynamics , of Change in
Latin America. These delegates
will be coming from as far away
as New York and Chicago, many
of them are natives of Latin
America.
The conference is scheduled to
begin Friday afternoon, Nov. 3,
Avith two addresses covering the
power of university students
and the military, a campus-wid- e
Latin American dinner, and a
showing of slides from Central
America including many of the
historical Maya and Aztec ruins.
Saturday will feature three ad-
dresses, touching on matters of
U.S. policy, the role of the church,
and econo-politic- al development.
Each delegate may attend two
seminars with a choice of 14.
Wooster students may sign up be-
ginning next week to attend these
seminars.
Each of the 14 speakers and
seminar leaders was chosen for his
ability to present his ideas force-
fully and clearly, for his knowl-
edge of Latin American affairs,
and his intimate contact with its
culture and people. The SGA has
invited such men as Thomas C.
Mann, who. until a sh6rt while
ago was the top Latin American
policy maker in the State Depart-
ment; Kalman Eilvert, program-directo- r
for the Ford Foundation's
Latin American division; John J.
Johnson, top Latin American scho-
lar at Stanford University; Juan
do Onis, Latin American corres-
pondent for the New York Times;
and Rafael Squirru, from the Pan-America- n
Union. f
The Great Lakes Colleges As
sociation is sponsoring a Student
Poetry Writing Contest for all
students at member schools. All
full-ti- me students at Wooster
and 1 1 other schools are invited
to submit typed manuscripts of
original verse in English, 10-1- 2
minutes in length (oral reading
time). All manuscripts must be
submitted by the author. There
are no restrictions as to subject,
style or number of works.
An evening of poetry read-
ings will be scheduled at Woos-
ter and the other schools by at
least four of the six best authors.
The verse of the half-doz- en best
poets will be printed and dis
tributed free to the audiences at
each of the 12 readings. A letter
expressing the author's inten
tion to participate in the campus
poetry readings must accom
pany all manuscripts. All manu
scripts must be submitted by
Nov. 1 5 to Prof. Bruce Markgraf,
Denison University, Granville,
Ohio 43023.
The Kansas City Poetry
mhm
Bolstered by two bus loads of Wooster students, some
500 area college students helped push Carl Stokes to the top
of the Cleveland mayoral race Tuesday. Within four hours
of the last votes cast it became obvious that Stokes had de-
feated Ralph Locher and Frank Celestp for the Democratic
nomination. He will face Seth Taft, the Republican choice,
early next month.
A smaller Wooster contingent,
led by Suzanne McQueen and Ted
Celeste, the losing candidate's son
and a Wooster graduate, supported
Celeste in the campaign.
Aside from the Wooster group,
headed by Dianne Bradford,
Mama Pyle and John Dineen, col-
lege support for Stokes came from
Oberlin, Western Reserve, Hiram
and others.
A brief meeting for instructions
kicked off the Stokes' activities
shortly after students from Woos-
ter arrived at the Church of the
Incarnation in downtown Cleve-
land. The church became head-
quarters for all students helping
Stokes. The following morning
Woosterites were assigned to pre-
cinct polls in the predominantly
Negro east side. It was their job
to distribute Stokes' materials to
the voters and to make sure that
each eligible person had been able
to vote.
In the afternoon students
tramped the streets and visited
homes to bring more voters to
the polls in districts where the
morning turnouts had been es-
pecially light. After the actual vot.
ing Stokes himself spoke to the
entire student force in their church
headquarters.
Confusion at the polls was in
general not as severe as had been
feared. Students had been warned
to be ready to direct voters to new
polling places which resulted from
an official shift in voting district
boundary lines. However, at most
polls voting seemed quite smooth
and normal.
Reactions to the students' efforts
were quite friendly. Many voters
made a point of thanking the
rvn
Contest, offering $1600 in prizes as
well as book publication, is being held for the fifth consecutive year,
principally for college students. The closing date for all entries is
Jan. 31, 1968. For further information contact Dohrman Byers,
THISTLE poetry editor, or send a self-address- ed stamped envelope to:
Poetry Contest Directors, P. O. Box 8501, Kansas City, Mo. 64224.
Tomorrow is fall migration day. Both the football and
soccer teams play at Denison. Three buses are scheduled to leave
the gym parking lot immediately following girls' Hell Week Skits
(approximately 10:45 a.m.). If enough people have signed up
for it, a fourth bus will depart at 8:30 a.m. and arrive in Gran-
ville in time for the morning soccer game. The only cost for
this SGA excursion will be the price of a ticket to the football
game. All buses will return to Wooster by 7 p.m.
Come to the Hootenanny in Douglass Lounge this Saturday
evening from 8:00 until we're through! Hear all your favorite campus
talent, and, if you wish, bring along your own folk talent. Every-
one who wants will have a chance to sing, so come along and join
the fun. i
i
John Carruth of the Department of Music will present a
lecture-recit- al in two parts Sunday afternoon at 4:15 in the chapel.
Frank Martin's Passacaille for organ (1944) will be discussed
along with a group of "old favorites." Note that the program
will be informal and that the time is a change from the customary
evening hour.
mm raw
youths for the work they were do
ing in getting out the vote. En-thusias- m
for Stokes among voters
and students alike was widespread
and of a high pitch.
Although there was occasional
overlapping in student canvasses
of streets, the afternoon surveys
were carried out very systematic-
ally. This was especially true of
Ward '11, where at one point some
150 students were reported to be
working.
Concerning motivation for help-
ing in the Stokes' campaign, one
Wooster student expressed what
was undoubtedly the drive of
many. He said, "Although Celeste
may be equal in qualifications to
Stokes, Stokes is the man who has
the spirit and the popular support
that can defeat Locher and bring
better government to Cleveland."
Mobilizers Seek
Wooster Support
Wooster was visited Tuesday
evening by two traveling students
from Antioch and Western Re-
serve. They are presently making
a circuit of various colleges
throughout Ohio for the Student
Mobilization Committee to end the
war in Vietnam. At a meeting with
15 Wooster students, a mass de-
monstration, to be held on Oct. 21,
in Washington, D.C., was dis-
cussed. The March, which is a
follow-u- p to the New York Spring
Mobilization, marks a change from
dissent to resistance. This mobiliza-
tion will not only announce dis-
content with the war in Vietnam,
but will confront the war makers
themselves.
The March will begin' at 11 a.m.
on Saturday, the 21st, orieinatinff
from both the Lincoln Memorial
and the Washington Monument.
The Marchers will move down
parallel streets through Washing
ton to the Pentagon. At the Penta-gon- ,
speakers plan to address the
gathering, expressing indignation
that the United States could under
the name of democracv. commit
murder.
(Continued on Page 3)
We regretfully announce
the sudden death of Carl
Warren Dale, a first-ye-ar stu-
dent from Penfield, N.Y. Dale
collapsed this past Wednes-
day as a result of a cardiac
arrest while walking off a
Canton soccer field during a
junior varsity game between
Wooster and Malone. He was
rushed to Canton Mercy Hos-
pital where he was admitted
at 5:20 p.m., and, after at-
tempts were made at resusci-
tation, he was pronounced
dead at 5:30.
Page Two
Future Sets Thought
The life and climate of this college is now, more than previously,
in a state of rapid transition. This is an unnecessary truism, some
may think, yet it is out of a sense of reverence that the most obvious
facts of college life have not been put in black and white following
Howard Lowry's death. Now, despite dangers of offending those who
would preserve Lowry's memory by keeping things the way they
think he would have wished them to be, is the time to face those
facts. The facts are the many possibilities now existing which will
determine what kind of college Wooster will become; moreover, the
key possibility the possibility which kills or actualizes the other
possibilities is that the members of the college community will have
an important role in this determination.
We have heard the issues before: the selection of the next presi-
dent; the architecture of the new Chapel; the four-one-fo- ur academic
year with the winter term; the distribution of the student activity
fee; perhaps never explored very widely before, the type of bar-
gains and policy concessions the institution enters into in order to
get grants from the government or large corporations or wealthy
individuals; and others, surely. To emphasize the community's re
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Dr. William Schreiber,
Chairman of the German De-
partment, Is currently at the
University of Wurzbera par
ticipating in the German Folk
lore Congress. Last Tuesday
he read a paper on "Die
Volksreligiostat und Volks-frommigk- eit
der Amish-Me- n-
noniten." He is also sched-
uled to speak at the Univer-
sity of Marburg on the "Penn-sylvania-deuts- che
Scheune in
Ohio." At the cultural office
of INTER NATIONES in Bonn,
Dr. Schreiber's home town, he
will speak again on the
Amish people of Ohio.
The college administration
has given him leave from
Oct. 2-1- 6.
sponse to these impending issues with an appropriate accent ot PpA AAnr Dams
urgency: The time to act is now! when opinions, from all sides, are JgA UDCllS DOulU
fUaii tirairrliti Act
We know now that two advisory committees, student and faculty, fOf J 1110611 1 NOl IC6S
will assist the Presidential Nominating Committee of the Board of . .
Trustees. Whether these advisory committees will sincerely be heeded A I ihrrV DnHP
or merely given lip-servi- ce to by the august boys in the back room Ml LIUI Ul Jf lUUl
: miiufinn Tn nno rncA it was with DTMt rplllCtailfifi thatUUCU UUCOUVUi XM "V " " IIS ttlt vuov, O . 1
thft trustees allowed the formation of a student advisory committee tor the past
phve years the
which would have a status equal to that of the faculty advisory com- - bulletin board on the library's
mittee. Such reluctance causes us to anticipate with anxiety the wegt gjjg has been a veritable
degree of receptivity which will await the students' participation in incushion for the myriad and
the decisionmaking process. There is a reason for this anxiety, or, if mg of
you will, suspicion, but it merits a separate editorial. campus's various student organiza- -
The presidential selection issue and the others demand im- - tions. It has been through the
mediate and intensive consideration on everyone's part for the sake years creatively, though often
of those who will inhabit this community for many years to come. This sloppily, adorned with entreaties
is me type 01 consiaerauuu iuai wuwicuous wucu w fc" on Denaii 01 me locai nuvr,
vears aeo. when the college decided upon the erection of three men's THISTLE. Zeiteeist. THE SHAFT,
dormitories (and their accompanying architecture) in order to pre-- me Girls' Glee Club, the Aubrey
elude off -- campus housing and under the physiognomic and philo- - Beardsley Society, and just about
sophically shoddy excuse of stimulating intellectual ferment in a anv omer gr0up you can name,
situation where everyone, save non-student- s, contronted everyDoay for financial and moral support.
1 TVr nnn Jn..lto rtnut tViat tViic irloal liao Kppn miirlclv rpArP.( tnuvn umk ww av "w"--;CISC. HU vmt uuuuu
a cinder, but the Dean of Men was quite correct in last year's "Town Now, at long last, this rather
Meeting" to say that there's no use in complaining about the new traditional status has been stnp- -inc, JArmJtnrtpo alrpjiv Wn Knilt. ped away from the bulletin board
and now they have to be put to use. by a new system fostered by the
, . . .
' SGA under the supervision of LAB
This leads to a second point. For too long,and upon too many Vice-Preside- nt Carolyn Hackler
occasions Wooster students have been guilty of crying over spilled ana with the approval of Andrews
milk. They have whined and they have cursed about the fact that they librarian Miss Maudie Linn Nes- -
haven't been treated like adults, that they have been suojectea 10 j,itt.'The idea is to now post only
an in loco parentis system of education, that they haven't received thoe nQtices which are
enough bread and circuses from the SGA Big Name entertainment tQ me yg 0f tne gGA and
program, and that faculty members treat them with indifference Us standing committees, presum- -
or condescension. 1 hey ask, Why aren t more us negroes ana ably with the justification that
Jews?" and "Why can't we be like the students at Berkeley. Nothing the bulletin boar(j ;s j.eany stin
is wrong with good, healthy, existential anxiety and trauma, .but open tQ aU studentSj as aU students
there is something wrong with a person who is more hung up about
are? in members of the SGA
what he isn't than about what he is. We would submit that the
Wooster student is a model of this kind of paralysis. Noting recent friction from
The nationally newsworthy student protests which are successful s.oi KSJ"d"J & "
n Miss cklerP"n w aare not protests at all, but demands made forcefully, coherently,
and dramatically enough so that they are complied with, even upon ?board J? to nTXrhonce on-bO- A pub- -.f i i. : t? ij po a nmM againuazaru ui ait uuuasiuiiai uuauu uuisui ua.g iiuiiam ncac.au. x uiviw, .. . . , . , -
is declaration of dissent regarding something nnJarproperly speaking, a avni tv . c.llh LWl ; that is, it is a reaction. The M rights ZJtreturningmni'omonr urnipn rirknri cn An in 1 wrv.iiOi w imiriiiHii iiihiii h hiriiiL ui .ii.i.1 j;!i... --niti . Ti-.- i.tl-- l n f boarduuaiu toiu t t :. us luiuici iuuuuuuproiesi, a piea w cnange cona uons. ii pram pointing out that a erand total oment puts us. as Mr. awanznacK nas saia, in an enureiy ainerem in j .i--
.. . .. - - ' ,,,. . . r i i riM iinsiprs wptr miinrpn nn rnp
eame; for it is in the spirit of demand. ( 1 he other day 1 asked , r. , ,5 ' . board at the end of last
. f n i ii. i i i vear. manvyou; now im telling you. ) as aaui AiinsKy nas snown, u nas neeu , . ftr ,
rna tnmanninrv nnr rna nrnTocnnrr urnirn nas nin 1 1 1 1 . v
TVT. J ! t--- 1 f n n nvfi'mi. Iaj n n rp nnr Mri f i f l rwi ri ir iihi h i i if km i i i rr iirii ii in v a. i i lii.u i .
krlv wise frame of activistic reference for the members of the Woos- - U1C, ld,sl """"" lons
, ' tvti . ii j : ; meeting, the miiletin hoard issueter communuy. wnai we are reaiiy ciworsing is wmuiumiyiunwcu- - dljrj andj :.ness and participation in the issues which ultimately matter white "" u sei 11 was
. . ... . w m i i imisp(i inr i rif rniiRi7F rnncinprgetting away from the pale and juvenile issues which have obsessed on ant. , , ..
us in our discussions and in, admittedly, past VOICE editorials. If r;-- t Xi " J . 7"
we are sincere when we state our purposes in living here, our chiet ,hmd. , the, i;uMTlibrary andj art u:u;building.
concern is the business of education Therefore, student-administratio- n
relations, per se, are insignificant compared to student-facult- y rela- -
tions. btudent-administratio- n relations are important inasmuch as
they affect student-facult- y relations; but this is crucial, because
Rationalizing that the only alternative to anarchy is
emptiness, the SGA has taken upon itself the power to ap-
prove or reject all notices for the Library bulletin board
(west) while providing no means for actually handling such
notices.
Since a messy bulletin board is difficult to read and
stands out like a sore thumb, Miss Nesbitt and the SGA are
certainly justified in seeing that this former focal point of
he campus remain empty. Now it is impossible to read and
its jaundiced complexion makes it somewhat less sightly.
Chapel Aims For New Ideas,
But Falls Short Of Stimulation
Daddy says I'm too old for bibs
For my chin.
Says when he was my age,
He kept his food in.
Daddy says I'm too old,
And he knows best,
But yesterday,
Daddy spilled gravy
Down his vest.
Such is the basic philosophy
underlying the Chapel Program.
Dr. Christianson, advisor to the
Chapel Committee moralizes,
"Chapel is an attempt at innova-
tion." And like most innovations,
not all Chapel programs are going
to be clean-chinne- d successes.
Some are going to be as dis-
heartening as a large splotch of
gravy on our clean shirts or
blouses.
Dr. Christianson further ex
pounds, Chapel program is an
experimental form for all sorts
of things." Things, as the word
implies in this case, is all-inclusi- ve,
with meaning ranging from In
dian belly dancers and jazz, to
dusty old monologues on the safety
features of the safety-pin- .
Yet, let us not take Chapel pro
student-administratio- n contact is so often the mode by which the Published bv the students of The CnlleM of Wnoster durinc th rW
1 . 1 !. f .1 11 1 ! J A 1 I rJJ J . I;. , i rD . .1 .1 l .eaucationai quaiuy OI me college must oe improvea. nn example yeur. vimuons expressea in eanonais ana ieaiures are inose i tne Btuaenis
of this, again, is the presidential selection issue, assuming that con- - ttna 8DOUia n01 n consiraea as represennng administration poucy,
tact will be made. VOICE calls upon the students and faculty to make
this contact (and contacts like it on other issues), and it calls upon
the trustees to accept it whenever it is made.
The failures of this community to act decisively in the past
have produced much of our present miseries, when miseries are in
the habit of striking, and this should encourage us to spare our PAUL LEWIS
successors andor later selves. If we are not transient community ROB CRANE. Business Manaeer
i i.i .1
.1. iiii ii . . .i imembers, like the students, we should he especially sensitive to mis. pete HARVESON, Advertising Mgr.
Hopefully, we shall all do our best. ELLEN CARRINGTON, Circulation
VOICE recognizes and welcomes all criticism from its
readers, provided that such criticism reaches VOICE
directly as a signed Letter to the Editor or as a communi-
cation to any of its staff members. VOICE discourages,
therefore, the usage of indirect methods (such as the re
laying through the Dean of Students or VOICE Faculty
Advisor) of criticism.
This newspaper welcomes signed letters to the editor. Address all corres
pondence to VOICE, College of Wooster, Wooster, Ohio 44691.
Member of the Ohio College Newspaper Association. Entered as second
class matter in the Post Office, Wooster, Ohio. Subscription rate: 15 per year.
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grams in vain. Having to go to
30 Chapel programs a semester,
we Wooster students are inevit-
ably going to experience at least
ONE that is breathtaking, soul- -
capturing, and even amusing.
In order that all Wooster stu
dents may remain clean-chinne- d
and light hearted, here are the
Chapel programs to select from in
he up-comi- ng week:
Stanley Andrew, perhaps most
politely described as the reaction
ary spokesman for Americans for
National Security, will begin the
week speaking from a right wing
viewpoint, on a subject dealing
with the United Nations.
Thursday will be quite a melo
dious Chapel program, a sthe new
voice instructor, John Boyer, will
give a half-hou- r recital on the
vocal chords.
Friday's Chapel will be spiced
with a Latin-America- n flavor as
fellow Wooster student, Larry
Krieg. presents an eye-poppi- ng
preview of the Latin American
Conference.
Well'p! That's Chapel for the
week. Oh, too saucy you say?
Don't dribble.
Pete Mosenthal
The cover story on the current
ESQUIRE would be a beautiful tongue-in-che- ek
article if it weren't to fright-
fully convincing. In an article by
Steven Roberts, ESQUIRE proposes
that as an alternative to Lyndon John-
son in '68, the Republican party run
J. Irwin Miller, of Columbus, Ind.
Miller tits every necessity for an ap-
pealing candidate, except that he is
virtually unknown on a national basis.
In other articles of interest this
month, the Sept. 29 COMMON-
WEAL presents an analysis of the
psyche of Jewish humor. Albert Gold-
man goes into the reasons which
brought about Jewish humor in Amer-
ica in his piece, "Boy-Ma- n Schlemiel:
Jewish Humor."
In this month's HARPER'S MAGA-
ZINE, "A Dialogue Between Genera-
tions," includes an article by Bryan
Dunlap (Wooster '66).
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Letters Yo
Mind-Stretchi- ng Chapels
To the Editor:
The tradition of the chapel
hymn has been opened for re-
vision, and we students can take
a hand in the change. Has anyone
else considered what he likes or
dislikes before the chapel pro-
gram?
I was pleased by the jazz in-
terpretations of the unfamiliar
hymn tune, and also by Dr. Car-ruth- 's
organ performance. They
were a bit mind-stretchin- g.
To Dave Gordon's performance,
however, I reacted quite nega-
tively. The bawdy spirit of his
second song was a jar, and a dis-
appointment after the first grace-
ful folk song. Perhaps he thought
we'd all have fun singing "away
with rum, by gum!" well, I felt
ill prepared, and I shudder re-
calling our elders up front good-natured- ly
trying to sing along.
It mostly comes down to my feel-
ing that such a song is inappro-
priate.
We decide what's "appropriate"
and what isn't with reference to
the reasons we'd cite for using
music in the morning program.
Maybe few people agree with me
about Dave's performance, but
that's not the important issue. I
just do hope that we try to use
our little time together as a group
in a worthwhile manner. Decide
for yourselves what function music
can serve.
Here arc my expectations: I
hope we in this community are
stimulated by different types of
music in addition to the hymns;
let them be aesthetic experiences,
as unfamiliar as singing folk songs
from another country; I expect
opportunities for us all to partici-
pate, even if not all the time; and
let's have further a semblance of
ALL WAYS BEST
CANDIES
.
H- -
2 lbs. $3.50
MANY ASSORTMENTS
TO CIYE AND ENJOY
The editor
dignity something of elevation
rather than the mundane.
In the months ahead we have
a particular challenge to rethink
matters in this community life and
redefine its positive aspects. Fast,
fast we can weed out ineffective
traditions, but let's take care to
erect better forms of group experi-
ence in their places.
Nori Sprenkel
Hagens Scores VOICE
To the Editor:
The "Declaration of Principles"
in the first Voice issue contains the
following statement: "We will ac-
cept no bullshit. Nor should our
subscribers." Also mentioned is the
"profit of mutual understanding
and respect." However, in the first
editorial of the following week's
issue, I fail to perceive the full ap-
plication of those principles.
Paternalism is a good word
relevant to Wooster but why do
we have to read about it in a
paternalistic quotation from The
Washington Post? We find out
that the student body is made up
of men and women who can be
made responsible by giving them
responsibility. This idea may cer-
tainly be the best for those stu-
dents who are men and women.
But what about the students who
are still "boys and girls," to whom
responsibility means little more
than a free hand in the cookie
jar? The quote makes the effort
to give Galpin some medicine and
us a spoonful of sugar. So much
for the bull.
The editorial goes on to suggest
that the purpose of the recent rules
changes may have been to soften
criticism. Any understanding or
respect in this point of view is
difficult to find. I hope that in the
future the Voice will adhere to its
own principles or else change
them.
Herbert Hagens
(Continued on Page 8)
WHAT'S THE COUNT?
Paif AloiuUi JlateA,
Every year at the College we seem to go through the same
struggle and debate over rules and fines and penalties. I pro-
pose a final and logical solution to this dilemma. Why not
put it all on a pay as you go
not legalize, heretofore, illegal
practices by selling permits for
them?
For example, in the case of
drinking it would become legal
(but a student must hold a per-
mit) to engage in this activity. The
permit would be sold for $250.
He must obtain the permit prior
to the offense, but it would entitle
him to break the drinking rule at
anytime he so chooses.
The following table suggests
other offenses and the cost for a
permit to engage in these activities.
Smoking on campus $ 10
Member of opposite sex in room $ 300
Excessive lights out violations $ 50
Panry Raids $ 175
Water Fights $ 100
Setting off fire alarm $ 100
Pets in Dorms $ 75
Excessive girls hours per hr. $ 10
Petting in Dorms $ 25
False I D. $ 500
Playing cards on Sunday in TUB $ 15
Dancing in TUB on Sunday $ 50
Walking barefoot on campus $ 25
Cooking in room $ 260
Library books (unlimited) $ 60
Illegal Sexual Activity $ 69
Geology Class Cuts (fossils per cut) 37
Phys. Ed. Class Cuts 500 pushups
or 3 hrs. work on new gym
Burning Hoover Cottage $ , 3
As a special for the first 50 per-son- s,
an Illegal Activity Card en-
titling the holder to break any rule
would sell for $2,000. Ordinarily,
Near the end of last semes-
ter the Academic Honor Board
met to decide on four infrac-
tions of the Honor Code.
Three students were re-
ported to the Board for plag-
iarism on Lib Studies papers.
The first case involved two
students from the same class.
Both were found guilty of
plagiarism and received
grades of F oh their papers.
The third student was also
found guilty of plagiarism
and received a grade of F on
the paper. All three students
were to rewrite their papers
in proper form.
In the final case, a student
was reported by another stu-
dent for academic dishonesty
on a final exam. The Board
found the accused guilty and
gave a penalty of F in the
course.
MORE ON
Mobilization
(Continued from Page 1)
Anyone who wishes to obtain
more information may contact Bill
Barrie, John Dineen, Greg Moore
or Mary-Ka- y McMahon. A displayr 4T ?L Ml 1in me uorary win aiso give essen
tial information.
Thirty-fiv- e Wooster students par-
ticipated in the New York Spring
Mobilization. It is hoped that two
busloads will participate in the
Washington confrontation.
After the speeches, a call for
civil disobedience is planned. At
that time some individuals will
attempt a sit-i- n demonstration in
side the walls of the Pentagon.
Others who do not agree with this
action will be given ample time
to leave the premises.
The 15 students who partici-
pated in the discussion Tuesday
night agreed that the March is
necessary and decided to act. The
Social. Action Committee called a
meeting last night to begin pre-
parations to send a Wooster dele-
gation to participate in the mobili-
zation.
basis: In other words, why
this card would sell for $2,500.
In a- - recent campus poll, ex-
treme interest was expressed in
this plan. Projected revenue from
student acceptance of this plan is
estimated at approximately
$375,000 per annum from sales of
permits. For a college that is al-
ways short on money this could
come as a real aid. In addition,
this plan would take rule-breakin- g,
or sin, out of the bathrooms and
dark corners and put it in the
open.
The administration will also be
able to effectively control the situ-
ation, whereas before they could
only partly be cognizant of the ex-
tent of sin on campus.
With planning for a new chapel
under way, it would be highly
appropriate to use this revenue for
such an undertaking. The theolog-
ical ramifications of building a
chapel with "sin-money- " would be
a fantastic topic for many religion
majors.
If you support this program in
any way, please make it known to
your SGA representative; Then
maybe John Jimison could use
some of his unrealized student pro-
test power.
J. Arthur Seaman
touiso Sifroop On ffli
by Louisa Stroop
(Editor's Note: Louisa Stroop, a senior psychology major, spent the
second semester last year studying at Miles College. Her story is the
first in a series of articles concerning the Wooster-in-MUe- s exchange
program.)
The name of Miles College has been bandied around
in headlines, chapel titles and posters recently, but an aura
of mystery still surrounds this small, liberal arts school in
Birmingham, Ala. Just what does Wooster have going?
Miles is on the outskirts of Bir
mingham in a small, bi-raci- al
community called Fairfield. Like
Wooster it is religiously affiliated,
but with the Christian Methodist
Episcopal Church. Because the
college has no dormitories, its 1000
students commute daily to classes.
The only four-yea- r Negro college
with a 50 mile radius of the citv.
it provides a large percentage of
the area s JMegro public school
teachers. As Miles is unaccredited.
the quality of its education is not
sumcient to remedy the already in-adequ- ate
secondary school system.
Untrained high school graduates
pass through Miles and go on to
continue the low level of academic
quality in Birmingham's schools.
The idea of exchange is the
basis of Wooster s association with
Miles: an exchange of personnel,
facilities and ideas. Ultimately,
through accumulated experience
and interchange, a strengthening
of both schools should result. So
far, the exchange has taken several
forms. The summer of 1966 saw
several Wooster faculty members
spending a week each of lecturing
and teaching in their respective
fields at Miles. The same summer.
Arnold Bragg and Ron Jackson,
two Miles students, came to Woos-
ter for work and summer school.
Last year Mrs. Ruth Smyth of the
math department gave her sab-
batical year to teach at Miles. Sec-
ond semester, I joined her; Miles
students, Alberta Singleton and
James Rhand spent the semester
here at Wooster. The Chemistry
departments have had close con-
tact, culminating with a visit to
Wooster last spring of Miles Dean
Arrington and science faculty.
They came to accept a large
amount of chemical equipment.
Uther visits have been made:
Miles' President Pitts gave a
chapel talk here in May; Dr. Fred
erick Lropp and other Wooster
faculty members continued the lec
turing and teaching week during
the summer.
The record that has been es
tablished is, on the surface, verv
laudable. We are beginning to es
tablish a relationship with another
college which will be mutually
beneficial. We are making all the
obvious gestures to help a strug
gling, unaccredited Negro college.
But iust what is Wooster getting
in return? Personally, I can say
that the semester I had at Miles
is the most valuable term I have
spent in my three years in college.
But the ultimate reward of such
an exchange can only come to
Wooster or to Miles as a whole, if
we have the courage to pursue the
relationship in depth, to go be-
yond the stage of tokenism.
It is' becoming more and more
obvious that an all-Negr- o institu-
tion has little if any future in our
society. Except for the relatively
tew elite JNegro schools, the money
is not available to attract and keep
good faculty, to maintain a eood
library and other facilities, and to
provide a challenging curriculum.
Just as obsolete in our society
is the all-whi- te institution. A homo-
geneity in Wooster's student body
cannot be totally remedied bv ad- -
mitting a larger number of Neg-
roes to the Freshman class. If
Wooster has the courage and per-
severance to share with others
every facet of our educational life,
(Continued on Page 7)
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es
Benedict To Talk
In CCA Series
On Sunday and Monday, Oct.
8 and 9, Mr. Donald Benedict will
visit this campus as the first of
four Campus Christian Association-Wes-
tminster Church "Lectur-er- s
in Contemporary Theology."
His visit will begin with his pre-
sentation in Westminster Church
Sunday morning. That afternoon
is planned so that students may be
able to meet with him and discuss
any of a number of topics. Stu-
dents interested in Urban church
work, urban affairs studies after
graduation, or in seminary should
take this time to meet with Mr.
Benedict. At 8:15 p.m. Mr. Bene-
dict will be in a panel discussion
with Dr. Lawrence of the Socio-
logy Dept., Mr. Swartzback and a
member of CORE on the topic:
"The City, 1967."
'JvL. I : .
Donald Benedict
The speaker will brinff a deeD
background in urban area work.
What we know as "Inner City"
work began back in the late 1940's
after World War II, with the de
velopment of the East Harlem Pro-
testant Parish. The Parish was
born from an idea of Benedict.
Archie Hargraves and
.
Bill Web--
1 MM- -ber. Alter six years in Harlem,
Mr. Benedict moved on to develop
"The Inner City Protestant Par-
ish of Cleveland" in 1954. During
his, six years in Cleveland, Mr.
Benedict became a pioneer in
inner city church work and urban
an airs.
In 1960 he became the Execu
tive Director of the Chicago City
Missionary Society, which changed
its name to the Community Re
newal Society in 1967. The So- -
ciety's many new programs, de
veloped by Mr. Benedict, have
received nationwide coverage on
TV and in publications such as the
W all Street journal, Fortune,
Time and Newsweek. One such
pilot program is the Society's cor-
porate action "Toward Responsible
r reedom, to change specific areas
in Chicago's inner citv throusrh
self-hel- p and community leader
ship.
Mr. Benedict, an ordained Uni- -
ted Church of Christ minister.
serves on the faculty of Chicago
theological seminary, is Director
of Urban Mission for the North
east Association, Illinois Confer-
ence of the United Church of
Christ, and is the treasurer of the
Uuban Training Center.
A graduate of Albion College
in 1939, Benedict went on to do
work at Union Theological Semin-
ary graduating in 1948. He has
written for Renewal magazine and
Christian Century.
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Yugoslav Summer Rewarding
by Albert Wehrle
"What do you want to go there for?" is a question I was
asked a number of times in the months before Gary Houston
and I did go to Yugoslavia. Now I guess I should give some
reasons why I want to go back.
Some years ago I had a vague
idea of Yugoslavia as being some-
where near Poland or jumbled up
among those little countries where
they had all those crises and the
arch-duk- e got assassinated. Look
on a map though, and search out
Yugoslavia (it's about the size of
Wyoming). You'll find on its left
flank the Adriatic Sea. Now Cleve-
land's on the shore of Lake Erie
no big deal. But swimming in the
deep, blue, warm Adriatic is. The
waters off the medieval-walle- d
town of Dubronik are transparent
to a depth of 160 feet. There are
many other towns along the coast
which each year are stealing more
business from the French and
Italian riviera.
The interior has its own rugged
kind of beauty. In many areas it's
a geologist's paradise all rock.
We traveled on one mountain road
in Montenegro that was so wind-
ing we could look across a valley
and see the road where we'd been
half an hour before, and, above
it, the road where we would be
in perhaps another half-hou- r. The
bus driver had to watch out for
stray donkeys, and meeting an-
other vehicle necessitated some
tricky maneuvering on the nar--o- v
cliffside road. In the north the
highest mountains in Yugoslavia
are located. The Julian Alps rise
abruptly from the flat farmlands
of Slovenia.
The hackneyed phrase "a land
of contrasts actually fits YugO'
slavia well. The traveler sees Cath
olic churches and mosques, Fiats
and donkeys, ancient walled towns
and high-ris- e apartments, steel
mills and Turkish copper smiths
hammering out their wares. In
Montenegro there is a cafe straight
out of Zorba the Greek (where the
appreciative audience threw glass-
es, smashing at the feet of a sultry
. Slavic torchsinger) in contrast to
a Belgrade night club which re- -
ATTENTION!
6 WEEKS 'TIL
Thanksgiving
11 WEEKS 'TIL
Christmas
Have You Made Your
Reservations Yet?
Call:
FLAIR TRAVEL
264-650-5
or
COME TO SEE US AT
346 EAST BOWMAN ST.
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Galpin Announces
High Dean's List
3.5-4.- 0 Dean's List
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Bonnie L Barrows, Linda Jo Barth, Mar-
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contradiction to the traditional
communist demand that the work
ers own the means of production
There are other examples of Yugo- -
Janis R.. Carnahan, Chia Chao Chen,
Virginia E. Coates, George F. Corliss,
Nancy E. Crabtree, Richard Earl Craft,
Daniel R. Crawford, Elaine Ruth Dan
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DO YOU HAVE YOUR COCTAIL DRESSES FOR
Homecoming Weekend?
Come see our collection of
DRESSY DRESSES
I Nancy Lukins, Margaret C. McKee, John
Th nossibilitv exists for some. Stuart Mann, Mary Beth Marra
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. . n f . . I Mateer, Brian Y. Miller, Terry E. Miller,Great Lakes College Association David Gate$ Morse( Nancy Jo Mossbarger,
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L. Pickersgill, Edward Harry Piper, Wil-
liam Eugene Piper, Gail Rae Robinson,
Walter R. Rogers, Patricia E. Rott,
Sandra Joyce Ryburn, David Ronald Ry-lan- d,
Linda Jean Scott, Gordon A. Shaw
Jr., George John Siedel, Elaine Ruth
Smith, Marilyn J. Stains, Susan P. Stark,
Patricia J. Steiner, Evangeline Stevens,
Mary Anne Swoboda, Jane Ellen Tanner,
Douglas C. Topping, Judith Lee Tustison,
Dorothy L. Van Dyke, Paul F. Waidler,
Ronald William Wallace, . Debra Lynn
Ward, John William Weaver, Timothy C.
Weckesser, Susan Carol White, Laura
Jean Whitman, Amy Wilson, Kathleen
Sue Woods, Mark Edward Wynn. 1
MAT
Heather Bass, Margaret P. Blum,
Ann Gerrard, Margaret Gross.
Ruth
STUDENT ELECTIONS
Candidates for student officers will be elected next Monday.
The polls will be open from 4:45-6:3- 0 p.m. in Kenarden and
from 6:15-7:1- 5 in Kittredge, Holden, and Babcock. Students
who eat off-camp- us may vote in any dining hall. Candidates
are as follows:
SGA Congressmen
(Class members elect 2 repre-
sentatives from their class.)
Freshman: Petra Kuchinsky,
Doug Seaton, George Cady, Jim berg,
Sophomore Class Officers
President: Greg Moore.
Vice-Presiden-
t: Bruce That-Vice-Preside- nt:
John Sund- -
Thomas, Tom O'Riordan, Linda Secretary: Karen A. Duffy.
Ihompson, Ann Moses.
Sophomore: Steve Brooks,
Jim Haverkamp, Judy Pier-pon- t,
Bruce Windsor.
Junior: Ginny Coates, Phil
Foster, Lexi Holm, Helen Wea-
ver, Dave Woodring.
Senior: Richard Chazan and
Steve Mauk.
Freshman Class Officers
President: James Grabill, Jr., Tim Palisin.
James J. Maiwurm, Jonathan Secretary: Pam Sears.
btrater.
Vice President: Bruce
Mark Thomas.
Secretary: Christine Pullen.
BRATISLAVA , (JZLUiUSLU
VAKIA (Liberation News Ser-
vice) "Lyndon Johnson will
have a night mare when he hears
about this meeting," said Tom
Hayden to 40 Americans and an
equal number of North Viet-
namese and members of the Na-
tional Liberation Front (NLF).
"He will have a nightmare be-
cause he has sent 500,000 men to
your land to fight the Vietcong,"
added Hayden, a former leader
of Students for Democratic So-
ciety (SDS). "We will tell him
he'd better leave some men at
home. Because, like Spartacus,
whose fellow slaves in Rome pro-
tected his hiding-plac- e by each
claiming to be Spartacus himself,
I am the Vietcong. We are every
where! We are all the Vietcong!"
And on that note, the first ma-
jor meeting between Americans
and the "enemies" of their govern- -
ment ended on Sept. 13 after 10
days of cultural shock, political
programs, and fraternal exchang
es. The American delegation, led
by Dave Delhnger, editor of Lib
eration magazine which included
blacks, community organizers
American Friends, artists, clergy,
men, and full-tim- e peace move
ment workers was moved and at
times incredulous at the Viet
namese morale and willingness to
resist in face of monstrous mili
tary force.
The Vietnamese, for their part,
Treasurer: Judy Bearden.
Junior Class Officers
President: Urlene Brown.
Vice-Presiden- t: Alan Brown.
Secretary: Darlene Russ.
Treasurer: Holly Cable.
Senior Class Officers
President: Jeff Zorn, Chuck
Van Buren.
Vice-Presiden- t: Steve Mauk,
Treasurer: Marv Shie.
Women's Primary Court
(Freshmen select one)
Sandy Oliver, Maribeth Gray- -
Treasurer: Carlile Marshall, bill, Diane Bertolini, Mary Ann
Trina Zelle. Brehm.
AduuGL7dg(liuG D3m 'EEL?
Ddd GeqgCd rJteeflDDDtu
by Raymond Mungo
(Editor's Note: Ray Mungo, former editor of the Boston University
News, participated in a meeting of a group of Americans with North
Vietnamese and members of the National Liberation Front. This is
the first of two articles reporting on that meeting.)
recognize the relative smallness of
the anti-wa- r movement but fore
see its growth as the ultimate colu-tio- n
to U.S. intervention in their
affairs.
Time and again the Vietnamese
overcame American embarrass
ment at the apparent impotence
of the conference to affect U. S.
policy by insisting they were talk
ing to the real people of America
the blacks, the community orgn- -
lzers, the students, the poor. These
Americans, our war torn friends
said, will some day lead their
people in peace and brotherhood
with all the world.
One Vietnamese girl had liter-
ally 200 tiny wounds from Ameri-
can fragmentation bombs which
exploded on her elementary school
while she was teaching a class.
Another teacher died from a simi-
lar bombing, her 26-year-o- ld body
sheltering one of her students.
Much singing and dancing went
on nonetheless, for the Vietnamese
are a cultured people, proud of
their arts. A North Vietnamese
friend told me on our return from
La Traviata at the Bratislava Op-
era House that opera goes on in
Hanoi still, as well as dance. As-
tounded, I asked if the poets and
writers continue to publish.
.
"Oh, yes," he laughed, "but
when the bombs fall their writing
tends to become a little shall we
say insipid?"
NOW IG THE TIME TO
ORDER YOUR CLASS RING
soo thobeautiful ringsby Jooion'o
RING DAY OCTOBER 13
10:00 a.m. - 4 p.m.
COLLEGE BOOKSTORE
$10 Deposit Required
OWATONNA, MINNESOTA 6606O
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WosHr Ifals Raiders
F
by Jon
The Fighting Scot football squad registered its second
victory and its first conference win of the 1967 season on
Saturday, Sept. 30, by defeating the Raiders of Mt. Union
21-6- . By virtue of this victory, Wooster shares a four-wa- y
split for second place in the early
season Ohio Conference standings.
Building on their strong showing
in the previous contest with Carneg-
ie-Mellon Tech, the Scots look-
ed impressive in nearly all depart-
ments. Their performance was all
the more out-standin- g considering
they faced a strong Raider ball-clu- b
with a large number of re-
turning veterans who had helped
defeat Wooster by an identical
score a year ago in Severance Sta-
dium.
Keying the Scot offense was
sophomore quarter back Tom
Boardman. Boardman scored all
three Wooster touchdowns and in
the process boosted himself into
the individual scoring lead of the
Ohio Conference with 24 points.
So far this season, Boardman has
also succeeded in livening up the
Scot aerial attack by completing
42 percent of his passes for 61
yards and a touchdown.
Wooster simply over-powere- d a
highly-rate- d Raider defense. Mt.
Union Coach Ken Wable featured
9 of 11 starters returning from last
year's unit which allowed an aver-
age of only 10 points per game.
Girls Annihilate Muskies;
Run Wild With Five Goals
by Linda Cansler
In their season opener, the girls' Field Hockey team
swept past Muskingum 5-- 0. The game, held Sept. 30 at Mus-
kingum, showed the team likely to live up to last year's un-
defeated record and to their pre-seaso- n expectations.
Of the five goals, four were
scored in the first half, two of
them by sophomore Libbie Mar-
shall. Kathy Campbell and Jane
Jacobs also drove in goals, while
Marty Robertson completed the
scoring in the second half.
Libbie, who plays left inner, and
Paige Russell, a right halfback,
were especially praised by Coach
Virginia Hunt. Both girls were
awarded first team honors last
year by the Buckeye Association,
of which the Wooster team is a
member.
Sophomores Star
Team captain Jane Jacobs was
also on the Buckeye Association
First Team last year, while Sue
Logan, Nancy Finn and Lee Eber-har- dt
were selected for the Second
Team. All of these girls, most of
whom are sophomores, plus a
group of freshmen, account for
the team's good showing so far
and the high hopes for the rest
of the season.
The team will travel to Michi-
gan tomorrow to play five shorten-
ed games with schools there. In
these contests, the halves are 15
minutes instead of the usual 30.
Friday, Oct. 13 is the date of the
game with Earlham, whose team
Miss Hunt describes as very good.
"There is not, however, one
particular team we especially want
to beat," emphasized Miss Hunt.
"We have a good team, even bet-
ter, I feel, than last year's, but
we're not looking ahead to any
one game. We'll just take them
as they come." ,
victory
Thomas
The Scots scored once in each
of the first three quarters. The
opening kick-of- f led to a sustained
16-pla- y drive for the initial Woos-
ter touchdown. Boardman utilized
a steady ground attack for most
of the distance, but clicked once
on a flashy 25-yar- d pass-pla- y to
co-capta- in John Bailey who was
stopped just short of the Raider
goal line. Boardman then ran two
yards for the first of his three
scores and Dave Poetter added the
first of his three successful extra-point- s
from placement.
Also outstanding for the Scot
offense was sophomore halfback
Art Wilson who now leads Woos-
ter ground gainers with a season
total of 206 yards on 36 carries
for a 5.5 yard average. Wilson also
now ranks fifth in the OAC for
total yards gained rushing.
Wooster's major difficulties were
caused by lapses in the defensive
secondary. The Raiders capitalized
on a pair of key completions deep
in Wooster territory to record their
only score late in the third quarter.
Tomorrow is Migration Day and
the Scots face the Big Red at Deni-sonatl:3- 0.
OHIO CONFERENCE
FOOTBALL STANDINGS
. OAC Overall
1. Capital 2-- 0 2--0
2. Marietta 1- -0 1- -2
O. Wesleyan 1- -0 1-- 0-1
Wittenberg 1- -0 2-- 0
WOOSTER 1- -0 2-- 0
6. Denison 0-- 0 2-- 0
B-- W 0-- 0 1- -1
8. Muskingum 1- -1 1- -1
Hiram 1- -1 1- -1
10. Oberlin 0-- 1 0-- 2
Heidelberg 0-- 1 2-- 1
Otterbein 0-- 1 1- -2
Kenyon 0-- 1 0--3
14. Mt. Union 0-- 2 0-- 2
Golf Tourney Bows;
Honors L C. Boles
The L. C. Boles Memorial
Golf Course will be the scene
of the first annual L. C. Boles
Invitational Golf Tournament
tomorrow.
Teams have been entered from
Kenyon, Toledo, Akron, Baldwin-Wallac- e,
Muskingum, Ohio State,
Ohio Wesleyan, Dayton, Capital,
Xavier and Wooster.
Each team can enter a maxi-
mum of six players; then the four
best scores are added to get a
team total which will decide the
champion.
Ohio State, Dayton, Toledo,
Kenyon, and Wooster, the host
team, are favored in this 18-hol- e
tournament. '
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Freshman fullback Tom Kimmey, who has gained 164 yards
in 46 attempts this season, goes up the middle in the 21-- 6
victory over Mt. Union last Saturday.
t lUe
by ? and the
We hereby serve notice that we
are resurrecting THE TOTE-BOAR- D,
created by our illustrious
predecessor Michael Hutchison,
now languishing at Duke Univer-
sity Grad School. How are you,
Hutch? We have taken it upon
ourselves to predict for you student
fellows er fellow students, the
results of various athletic contests,
both professional and amateur
sorry, I mean collegiate which
will occur on the weekend follow-
ing the issue. The victors will be
in capitals and the victims in regu-
lar type.
Our first predilections are:
CARDINALS over the Red Sox in
six, Mt. Union at MUSKINGUM,
Wilmington at DEFIANCE, Hiram
at MARIETTA, Heidelberg at
CAPITAL, Oberlin at BALDWIN-WALLAC- E,
WITTENBERG at
Central State, and OWU at Augus-tana- .
The Pros (tomorrow night)
PITTSBURGH over Cleveland,
NEW YORK over Oakland, SAN
DIEGO over Boston. Sunday:
DALLAS over Washington, NEW
YORK over New Orleans, PHILA-
DELPHIA over Atlanta, ST.
LOUIS over Minnesota, BALTI-MOR- E
over Chicago, GREEN BAY
over Detroit, BUFFALO over Den--
NOW THRU OCT. 17
Sidney Poitier
"TO SIR, WITH LOVE"
COMING SOON
1966 Academy Award Winner
"A MAN
FOR ALL SEASONS"
Wooster Theatre
Phone 263-280- 6
1 1
-
oteboart
Shakespeareans
ver, and KANSAS CITY over
Miami.
Collegiate: Our pick of the
week, ALABAMA over Ole Miss,
A1K FORCE over California,
ARMY over Duke (Sorrv Hutch.
ARKANSAS over Texas Christian,
KENTUCKY over Auburn, GEOR-GI- A
TECH over Clemson, PENN
over Brown, CORNELL over Col-
gate, PRINCETON over Columbia,
DARTMOUTH over Holy Cross,
HARVARD over Boston U, YALE
over Connecticut, LSU over U. of
Florida, GRAMBLING over Ten-nesse- e
State, NOTRE DAME over
Iowa, U. of NORTH CAROLINA
over Vanderbilt (sorry Bev), PUR-DU- E
over Northwestern, OREGON
over Ohio State, UCLA over Penn
State, USC over Stanford, SYRA-
CUSE over Maryland, TEXAS
over Okla. St.
MWAPC
(May We Always Prove Correct)
OHIO CONFERENCE GAMES
Oct. 7, 1967
Wooster at Denison
Ashland at Ferris State
(non-conferen- ce)
Mt. Union at Muskingum
Kenyon OPEN
Hiram at Marietta
Heidelberg at Capital
Oberlin at B-- W
0. Wesleyan at Augustana
(non-conferen- ce)
Otterbein at Guilford
(non-conferen- ce)
Flowers of sympathy,
Flowers of love,
Flowers of victory.
Remember flowers when
there's nothing else to say.
Wooster
Floral
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Denison
by Josh Stroup
Now that the big money
has stopped flowing, the boys
in the back room finally have
some exact figures telling
where they've put their hard-earne- d
scratch for this week's Denison-Woost- er
contest. There's $5.23 that
says the Big Red will take it to-
morrow and 84 cents that says
they won't. For a scoring margin,
we say Denison over Wooster by
10 points.
The just-release- d Ohio Confer-
ence statistics had us believing dif-
ferently for a while. Wooster's in-
dividual figures are impressive.
Tom Boardman leads the Confer-
ence in scoring (24 points). Art
Wilson is the fifth highest rushing
leader (198 net yds. in 36 carries)
and fourth in kick-of- f return yard-
age. Tom Kimmey is ninth rusher
(164 net yds. in 46 carries) and
Oscar Alonso is second in punting
(39.9 yd. avg.)
The team figures show Wooster
above Denison in both rushing of-
fense and defense.
But, and it's a significant 'but',
the Big Red has played just two
games this year to the Scots' three.
And Denison is well ahead of the
Scots in total offense, total defense
and pass offense and defense.
The air is where the Scots will
lose it tomorrow. Big Red quarter-bac- k
Dain Birkley led the Con-
ference last year in total offense
(1,280 yds.) and his favorite end,
Tom Demo, was an All-Conferen- ce
pick, too.
Other OC First Teamers for the
Big Red are Eric Ivary, senior full-
back, one of the OC's consistent
leading ground gainers, and Deni-son- 's
pass receiving leader, and
offensive guard Jim Kijowski.
In its first two games, the Big
Red stopped the University of Ro-
chester, 14-1- 2, and just last week
knocked off Washington University
(St. Louis), 9-- 3. Washington won
its Conference title (College Athle-
tic) last year. So Denison hasn't
been playing any pansies.
But, of course, neither have the
Scots. Ashland is a top-rat- e ball
club in anybody's book and Car-
negie and Mt. Union are no
slouches either.
Denison? Well, they're as tough
a team as the Scots would want
to meet, picked by many as the
co-favorit- es with Wittenberg to
take the Conference title this vear.
So it looks like the back-roo- m pro
phet with the 84 cent hunch could
be out some lunch money this
week.
FOR DRUGS
"Closest to the Campus"
OAC FOOTBALL SCORES
Sept. 30, 1967
Wooster 21.. Mt. Union 6
Ashland 34 Adrian 0
0. Wesleyan Heidelberg 8
O. Wesley. 32....Heidelberg 8
Wittbg. 63... ...Susquehanna 0
(non-conferen- ce)
Capital 22....... Hiram 7
Denison 9 Washington 3
(non-conferen- ce)
Carnegie 28 Oberlin 14
Muskingum 53.... Otterbein 7
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Voice Sports
It GGffiS ?0 tie
by Phil Graham
If you said the word "football" in. any other country except
the United States, you would be talking about what Americans call
soccer, a word which is attributed to a mangled rendering of the
word association, for Association Football. You'd also be talking
Phil
about the most popular sport m the world, tor soccer
is the national sport of most European, African and
Latin American countries. Crowds of from 150,000
to 200,000 are not extraordinary at some South
American contests, while crowds of 60,000 or more
! are commonplace at English Division Football games.
ri Despite the fact that soccer is the most popu
lar sport in the world, it is relatively unknown or
appreciated in the United States. How many
Americans have ever heard of the top club teams
in the world: Santos of Brazil. Real of Madrid,
Inter of Milan. Aiax of Holland, or Tottenham
There was a lot of criticism at the supposed effect which
television had on the game. Critics said that television put breaks
in the game where they shouldn't be and because of commercials,
players and officials would fake injuries and take an extra long
time to make decisions. But no matter what can be said against
television, it brought an interesting, fast-movi- ng game to a lot
of people who would never have seen soccer otherwise. The wry,
informative commentary of Danny Blanchflower plus the pro
gressivelv better soccer, made Sunday afternoons much more
enjoyable.
a a a YAn interesting sidelight the Associated fress sent out a memo
to all news commentators and sportscasters who, though unfamiliar
with the game of soccer, would have to explain it to their audiences.
Here are some of the "helpful hints" from that memo: "Soccer is
played with 11 men on each team. Only the goalkeeper is allowed
to handle the ball. The others must kick it or bat it with their heads.
"The object of the game is to get the round ball into the net
of the opposition
..." Right. This is a ball. The ball is round. Try
to kick the round ball into the net. Oh well, that's America for you.
Where does all this leave us? Foreigners are, naturally,
the best soccer players in the world, since they've been kicking
a ball around since they were toddlers. Last year's All-Oh- io team
reads like a United Nations roll call. The best soccer players in
America are those from the aforementioned soccer-oriente- d areas.
What the professional franchise owners wanted to do was to
introduce the game to a larger mass of people. This they did,
V
Hotsour. the Enalish First Division team which won the World Cup Mo Rajabi (Top), kicks the ball
in the summer of 1966? down field in last Saturday's
However, in some parts of the country soccer is very important 9me j"'1 Ak.ron:. Da?.?y
and evpn mmnptes on an even hasis with football for sDectators. Adams (Middle), looking like
Along the East Coast, North jersey, New England, and the big cities
in the Midwest, notably Chicago and St. Louis, soccer is quite popular.
A glance at the Scot varsity roster illustrates this point. Six
varsity hooters are from North Jersey (known as the "soccer capi
tal of the world" to people from North Jersey): Danny Adams
from Livingston, Roy Messer and Mo Rajabi (originally Terheren,
Iran) from Paramus, and Steve Cerretani, Stu Miller, and Marv
Krohn, from Bloomfield. Also, Bob Bruce, Dave Holmes, Al Igles
ias. Rich Martinez. Chuck Noth. and Ted Caldwell, all learned
and after a relatively successful first season they predict that
within five years U.S. soccer will iust about have reached world
class. But this will only happen when youngsters all over the
country are taught soccer from at least the junior high school
level on up. American soccer players have to be developed who
are as good or better than the foreign players.
That brings us to Wooster soccer. In its seventh year, Scot soccer
is superlative an unequivocal statement that, but justified. We prob
ably have one of the best teams in Ohio. That is because we play
what is known as "control" soccer. We control the ball, move it along
the ground by passing, find the weakness in the opposition defense
and score. We have the players talented enough to do this better than
the other teams, and the tradition of winning, and we'll be winners
this year too.
Last Saturday, the largest crowd ever to witness a Scot soccer
. .a a a a a. a. aa Igame saw the booters lose a heartbreaker to Akron, z-- u. I he
score could iust have easily been 3-- 1 in favor of Wooster. Stu
Miller almost scored twice and two more times he put beautiful
crosses across the goal mouth which just barely missed being
tapped in. There was nothing that could be done about the pen
alty kick by All-Oh- io left wing Vadnay, but the second goal was
a mistake.
Hopefully you will continue to support your soccer team. They
deserve it, they're winners. When you go to your next soccer game
be an informed viewer. Watch the ballhandling of Broehl, Adams,
Rajabi, and Dow; watch the crosses of Stu Miller and Dave Hicks;
watch the excellent defense sparked by Rich Martinez and Marv
Krohn; watch the freshmen Cerretani, Gulik, and Pierre Send Radja;
and watch the "Jolly Green Giant," Ted Caldwell. Be there.
;
Tomorrow's your chance! It's Migration Day! SGA buses
leave at 8:30 a.m. for the soccer game at 10:30, and at 10:45 a.m.
for .the football game at 1:30.
VOICE Friday, October 6, 1967
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Sandy Koufax, looks down-fiel- d
after passing off. Inside
right Bobby Dow (Bottom),
eludes Zip All-Oh- io left wing,
Andy Vadnay.
The Scots take on the strong
Denison Big Red tomorrow
morning at 10:30 in Granville.
Migration Day buses will
their soccer in New England prep schools. Bobby Dow and Dave leave the gym parking lot two
Broehl are both from Hanover, N.H., where Dow was the leading hours before game time.
scorer in New Hampshire In his senior year in high school. The
rest of the varsity toemen are from Maryland, Delaware, Penn
sylvania, New York, Connecticut and the Congo.
This summer the American public was introduced to soccer on
a large scale with the emergence of the two professional leagues, the
United Soccer Association and the National Professional Soccer
League. The USA had the sanction of the F.I.F.A., the international
governing body of soccer, but the JNrbL had a contract with Ufo;
therefore more people saw JNrbL games.
Buses for the football game
only will depart at approxi-
mately 10:45.
SeoUs Succumb Id Ahron;
Lose Heurtbresher,
The largest crowd ever to view a Scot soccer game (es-
timated at 1,500) was on hand last Saturday as the booters
dropped another heartbreaker to the Akron Zips, 2-- 0. The
Woostermen were out to avenge last year's 3-- 2 overtime heart- -
breaker on the Zip home field.
The toemen started out in fine
form with a shot on goal, and al-
most scored following the opening-kick-of- f.
The team displayed fine
offensive pressure throughout the
game, moving the ball surprisingly
well against the vaunted Akron
defense.
It was a see-sa- w battle through-
out the first quarter and half of
the second, with each defense liv-
ing up to its reputation. Then mid-
way through the second quarter,
a hands-bal- l was called against
Scot fullback Marv Krohn within
the 18-yar- d penalty area. Any vio-
lation by the defending team with-
in this area permits the offensive
team a penalty shot from 12 yards
out, with only the goalie defending.
Andy Vadnay, Akron's All-Ohi- o
left wing, lined the shot up and
boomed it into the left side of the
goal past Woo goalie, Ted Cald
well. That's how the score stood
at halftime: Zips 1, Woo zot. Un-
fortunately, starting right half
back Dave Holmes buttered a
fractured fibula halfway through
yips
?L, 7T.l
-
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;
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'
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the second quarter and will be out
for from four to six weeks. Fresh-
man Steve Gulik replaced him for
the rest of the game.
In the second half the Scots con
tinued pressuring, but could not
find the range of the Akron goal.
Stu Miller just barely missed
scores on two occasions and also
put a couple of good crosses across
the front of the goal which, how-
ever, were not converted into
scores.
Midfield play again dominated
the action during the second half,
as the goalies for each team made
several fine saves apiece. This last-
ed through the fourth quarter, un-
til the Zips scored again on a fast-brea- k
"freak" goal in the last five
minutes. Julie Linares scored for
the Zips, with John Kissner getting
the assist.
Coach Nye, reflecting on the
game, said that Akron was "prob-
ably one of the ten best teams in
the country." All the more credit
to the Woo booters.
Tomorrow the toemen again
have blood in their collective eyes,
as they try to avenge the 3-- 1 de-
feat that the Denison Big Red
handed them in their opening
game last year.
Harriers Finish 8th;
In Albion Tomorrow
The Wooster cross country
earn finished a disappointing
eighth out of nine at the Ohio
Conference Relays in Alliance
ast Saturday, Sept. 30. Baldwin- -
Wallace's Yellow Jackets took the
op spot, followed close behind by
Mt. Union and Oberlin.
The Scots scored 61 points,
them in a bunch with Hiram
(57), Denison (58) and Capital
(59) in the bottom half of the
standings. Marietta, with 85, was
last.
Freshman Bob Borley and sen
ior, co-capta- in Charlie Orr placed
18th, highest for the Scots, in the
two-ma- n team competition. Four
other Scot pairs took 20th, 23rd,
25th and 36th places.
Hiram's Weimert and Sweeney
were tops in the two-ma- n stand- -
ings, with B-W- 's Bragha and Mott
in second.
Each school entered five two- -
man teams: each team running an
eight mile course. The two men
split the mileage evenly, running
alternate two-mil- e laps.
Wooster Coach Jim Bean was
disappointed with his team's fin-
ish, commenting that the runners'
times, once "outstanding" just a
few years ago, are now merely
"respectable" in the picked-u- p
pace of cross country competition
in the OAC.
Tomorrow the overlanders travel
to Albion College in Michigan for
the Great Lakes Colleges Associa-
tion Meet. Last year the Scots fin-
ished fourth in this meet, which
they hosted on their own L. C.
Boles Memorial Golf Course.
Tom and Jack's Loungo
STEAK - CHOPS - SEAFOOD
COCKTAILS
359 W. Liberty St.
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Lovther Joins Staff
As Securities Chief,
Quits Lifetime York
Lt. Eastman Brooks Lowther,
better known as "Red" in the
Akron-Barberto-
n area, has joined
The College of Wooster as Super-
visor of Security.
Lt. Lowther retired from the
Barberton police force in July after
26 years of service.
In his work here he is respon-
sible for training and supervising
the work of the campus security
watchmen, safety and fire protec-
tion, vehicle parking, and the in-tern- al
security of the grounds and
the College plant.
In 1958 he was promoted to the
rank of sergeant and in 1961,
along with Sam Masi, Physical
Education Supervisor of the Bar-
berton Public School, "Red" start-
ed the Barberton Safetytown Pro-
gram.
Safetytown is a miniature village
where pre-kindergart- en youngsters
are taught basic traffic safety.
Because of his service to the
community of Barberton, Lowther
was the 1961 winner of the Barber-
ton Chamber of Commerce
"George Award." He was also
named Safety Man of the Year
in 1963.
1967 GIRLS CLUB PLEDGES
EKO'S PEANUTS
Peggy Arbuthnot April Beattie
Bebe Balmer Sue Boyt
Ellen Carrington lorna Cadmus
Sandy Crile Alice Crawford
Carol Fish Nancy Engstrand
Laura Geibel Karen Hargleroad
Joyce Harmon Anne Hayden
Cathy Jones Marian Holl
Trisha Lewis Barb Hooper
Sue Marmaroff Jane Jacobs
Ann Mclntyre Debby Kilgore
Suzanne Nelson Barb Libbey
Suri Paddock Julie McHenry
Ruth Rhode Melissa Messick
Martha Scoville B. J. Miller
Bambi Shackford Darby Miller
Jan Weissert Margo Miller
Lynn Leggoe Sally Neely
Mary Schick Jane Neill
Joy Schrock Nancy Oechsle
Wendy Miller Nancy Reid
Jean Yeakley Margaret Rohrer
Karen Thomas
Mel Weissinger
KEZ Julie Wilson
Kris Adair Maxine Wirick
Sian Aldridge
Elaine Andrews SPHINX
Linda Barth Marilyn Baker
Peg Braithwaite Barbara Barrows
DeeDee Bridges Katie Campbell
Dot Carson Stephanie Cupler
Sally Dougherty Carol Hallman
Linda Diehm Sue Hastings
Lee Eberhart Mary Haverfield
Nina Elloway Kathy Hoffmann
Vicky Garrett Sue Hartt
Joella Good Margaret Johnson
Gwen Green Hannah Kraii
Kathy Keller Helene Kiecolt
Margie Martsolf Carlen Leghorn
Rosie Menninger Mary Shackford
Linda Parrish Becky Smith
Leni Perrius Barb Sergeant
Miriam Pride Jerry May
Margie Ralston Martha Robertson
Nancy Rosenburger Kathy Walton
Nancy Rutledge Marita Wirth
Sue Stoll Barb Woods
Diane Sawdey Sue Ziegler
Congressman Robert A. Taft Jr. (R-Ohi- o) will speak to the
College of Wooster as part of the 1968 Republican Mock Convention
program to be held next April 27. According to "National Chairman"
Richard Vodra, the week prior to the Convention will include a pair
of position statements for the basic "wings" of the Republican Party.
Mr. Taft is scheduled to present the Moderate Republican viewpoint
in Chapel April 26.
For those interested there will be a six weeks' seminar
for the purpose of discussing culture, especially as it applies to
inter-cultur-al living. All faculty and students are invited to par-
ticipate, but special encouragement is given to all who have
experienced residency in another culture. The resource book to
be used is "The Silent Language." Sign-u- p lists may be found
in the dorms and the library or contact Tom Ewell, 264-768- 7.
Mr. Donald Woodward, Foreign Service Officer, will be on
campus next Wednesday to meet with students interested in careers
in the foreign service. Woodward is currently the staff assistant to
the Deputy under Secretary of State for Administration. Those who
wish to participate in small-grou- p interviews to be held Wednesday
afternoon may sign up on the bulletin board outside Kauke 110.
Woodward will give a lecture and answer further questions at 7:30
p.m. that evening in Kauke 105.
Students particularly interested in foreign service careers may
apply to take the Foreign Service Examination. Applications for this
examination, which screens candidates for all government foreign
service occupations, may be secured from Mrs. Nolletti, Deans' Office,
2nd floor Galpin. Application deadline is Oct. 21.
Booklets describing the foreign service and containing sample
questions from the examination are on file in the Reserve Room of
the library. One should ask for "Foreign Service Career Folder."
Anyone seeking further information should see Mr. Shull, Kauke 115.
Welcome Dock, Students
OF THE
College of Wooster
STOP IN BROWSE AROUND GET ACQUAINTED
with all the Fall Merchandise
and the friendly sales force at
BRENNER BROS
Lower the Cost of Dressing Well
ON THE SQUARE
MORE ON
VOICE
TEK
Peggy Adams
Judy Bearden
Matty Bellows
Nancy Bellows
Donna Beltz
Midge Brown
Kathy Collett
Cindy Garman
Nancy Hlavin
Esther Holley
Ellen Kirkman
Cyndy lorman
Katie Manatt
Elaine Neel
Maggl Pettengill
Judy Pierpont
Nancy Schneider
Lindy Slack
TRUMPS
Sharon Abner
Bonnie Barrows
Mary Bovington
Maria Coney'O
Jennifer Doolittle
Virginia Eirons
Susan Hultgren
Barbara Manning
Jean Nelson
Sarah Peck
Val Powers
Martha Somerville
Dawn Speck
Lynn Van Derhoof
Lynn Untjer
Miles College
(Continued from Page o)
we would graduate students more
socially prepared to apply the aca-dem- ic
facts they have learned to
the realities of today's world. This
is an extremely legitimate and vital
part of a liberal education.
The lack of exposure is not a
problem only at Wooster. Many
students at Miles have seldom
spoken to a white person and live
under many of the misconceptions
and prejudices that are so com-
mon to whites who have had no
contact with Negroes. Broadening
the student and faculty exchanges
to accommodate up to 20 a semes-
ter could be a giant first step to-
ward realizing our potential of
mutual understanding.
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Wooster Graduate Directs
Gogol Satire In Cleveland
The Cleveland Playhouse opened its 52nd season Friday,
Sept. 29, with Nikolai Gogol's classic satire The Government
Inspector. This Russian work, which is currently enjoying
a burst of new popularity, has lost little of its wit and sting
over the past 151 years since the
original production at St. Peters-
burg in 1835. In fact, the lusty
comedy about the evils of bureau-
cracy, bribery and corruption in
high places seems all too current,
and Gogol's wit strikes home, even
in the era of the "Great Society."
The reaction of the Thursday
night final-previe- w audience at the
Euclid-77t-h Theatre was clearly
enthusiastic.
The setting is a small, provincial
town in Russia. At the curtain, the
town is buzzing with rumors that
an "inspector general" will soon
be visiting incognito to inspect the
hospital, court, school, and other
public facilities. A St. Petersburg
government clerk and ne'er-do-wel- l,
Khlestakov, who is passing
through the village, is mistaken
for the government inspector, and
the ensuing offers of bribes and
luxuries, lead him to take full ad-
vantage of a profitable situation.
One by one, Khlestakov succeeds
in stripping the officials and towns-
people of both their money and
their masks of respectability. The
result is one of the most delightful
"comedy of mistaken identity"
works in theatrical literature.
The Playhouse production is a
lively version whose second act
proves particularly delightful. It
is then that director Richard Ob-erlin- 's
(Wooster graduate) injec-
tion of slapstick comedy and ana-
chronistic lines, which often prove
tasteless and humorless, are over
come by the sheer brilliance of
the work itself. The theatrically
doubtful moment notwithstanding,
the total effect of this production
is an almost thoroughly enjoyable
evening in which the audience
revels in Gogol's extraordinary
gift of humor, only to discover that
it is laughing with itself.
Fine performances are turned
in by several members of the com-
pany, notably Maury Cooper's
Happiness is browsing at the Book Nook
BOOKS
GREETING CARDS
CANDY
THE BOOK NOOK
East Ohio Building
201 East Liberty St.
STATIONERY
Congratulations to the . . .
football team
for their
second straight win.
Do it again against
DENISON
lively, though somewhat strained
performance as The Mayor, and
June Gibbons' rightly vain and
shrewish characterization as his
wife. Richard Halverson gives an
effete and highly skillful comic
performance as Khlestakov. Bob
Moak and Ronald Parady provide
some of the evening's most hilari-
ous moments as the two impetuous
landowners who germinate the
rumor that Khlestakov is the gov-
ernment inspector. Robert Snook
provides a totally believable char-- ,
acterization as the bumbling Hos-
pital Superintendent. The com-
pany as a whole reflects the pro-
fessionalism that has made the
Cleveland Playhouse the longest-runnin- g
and most successful re-
gional repertory theatre in this
country.
The Government Inspector runs
through Oct. 28, with matinees
Oct. 1, 8 and 22 at 2:30 p.m.
Special student rates are available
with proper identification, except
on Saturday evenings. Prices are
$1.50 ($2 Saturdays). Reserva-
tions may be made by calling the
central box office at 765-700- 0.
Ross Morgan
Tired
Buying
Honey
Vou Need
ThriftiChecks!
Don't think money orders are
cheapjust because they make
you work hard to get them. You
get a lot more value and conven-
ience in a ThriftiCheck Personal
Checking Account and each
ThriftiCheck costs you less than a
money order! Write ThriftiChecks
wherever and whenever you want
and mail them. No minimum
balance required.
.
Budgeting, bill-payin- g, and money
saving are safer, .sounder, sim-
pler... with personalized Thrift-
iChecks. You need them Get
them.
The Vayne County
National Bank
Wooster, Ohio
MEMBER FDIC
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Pregnant Thought
The following letter was for-ward- ed
to us by the parents of
a Freshman. For obvious rea-
sons the student's name is being
withheld.)
Dear Mother and Dad,
It has now been three weeks
since I left for college. I have
been remiss in writing and I am
very sorry for my thoughtlessness
in not having written before. I will
bring you up to date now, but
before you read on, please sit
down. You are not to read any
further unless you are sitting
down. Okay?
Well, then, I am getting along
pretty well now. The skull frac-
ture and the concussion I got when
I jumped out of the window of
my dormitory when it caught fire
shortly after my arrival are pretty
well healed now. I only spent two
weeks in the hospital, and now I
can see almost normally and only
get those sick headaches once a
day.
Fortunately, the fire in my dor-
mitory and my jump was wit
nessed by an attendant at the gas
station near the dorm, and he was
the one who called the Fire De
partment and the ambulance. He
also visited me at the hospital and
since I had nowhere to live be-
cause of the burnt out dormitory,
he was kind enough to invite me
to share his apartment with him.
It s really a basement room, but
it's kind of cute. He is a very fine
boy and we have fallen deeply in
love and are planning to get mar-
ried. We haven't set the exact
date yet, but it will be before my
pregnancy begins to show.
Yes, Mother and Dad, I am preg-
nant. I know how much you are
looking forward to being grand-
parents, and I know you will wel-
come the baby and give it the
same love and devotion and tender
care you gave me when I was a
child. The reason for the delay in
our marriage is that my boy friend
has some minor infection which
prevents us from passing our pre
marital blood tests, and I care-
lessly caught it from him. This
will soon clear up with the peni
cillin injections I am now taking
daily.
I know you will welcome him
into our family with open arms.
He is kind and, although not well
educated, he is ambitious. AI
though he is of a different race
and religion than ours, I know
your oft-express- ed tolerance will
not permit you to be bothered by
the fact that his sKin color is some
what darker than ours. I am sure
you will love him as I do. His
family background is good too, for
I am told that his father is an im
portant gunbearer in the village
m Africa from which he comes.
Now that I have brought you
up to date, I want to tell you thai
there was no dormitory fire, I did
not have a concussion or a skul
fracture, I was not in the hospital
I am not pregnant, I am not en
gaged, I do not have syphillis
and there is no Negro in my life
However, I am getting a D in His
tory and an F in Geology; and I
wanted you to see these marks in
the proper perspective.
Your loving daughter,
(Name withheld)
Wooster Liberals?
To the Editor:
In a campaign where the issues
seemed black and white, it was
hard for most people to look at
the grey. The issues in the Demo
cratic primary campaign have
been just that, with Frank Celeste
representing the gray area between
the Stokes and Locher extremes.
. At the beginning of Celeste's
campaign, nothing seemed more
certain than his victory. Both ma-
jor Cleveland newspapers, The
Plain Dealer and The Press, as-
sured Celeste of their endorse-
ments. Celeste's background of ex-
perience with both labor and busi-
ness, as well as his fine record as
mayor of Lakewood, made him
very well qualified as a mayoral
candidate. Mayor Locher's record
in office has been of such low qual-
ity as to bring it to the attention
of several national magazines.
Cleveland's progress had been so
slow as to appear backwards.
Last April, before the issues
changed from centering on Cleve-
land (its slums, business, labor,
utilities and other major prob-
lems) to centering on the racial is-
sue, Stokes ran his campaign on
the motto "Don't vote for me be-
cause I'm a Negro." Many Locher
supporters took that motto as their
cue and didn't vote for Carl Stokes,
simply because he is a Negro.
Celeste ran his campaign on nei-
ther a pro-- nor anti-blac- k platform
and therefore missed out on the
explosive (though irrevelant) issue
of race.
Even on the Wooster camDUS.
emotion has taken over. The white
"liberals" of Wooster appeared
compelled to soothe their guilty
consciences and prove how un-
prejudiced against Negroes they
really are, by working for Stokes.
tiow many of them looKed into
he records and platforms of the
candidates and decided which can
didate was best on that basis?
The immediate appeal of "A Negro
mayor for Cleveland! drew large
numbers of Wooster students to
work for Stokes. The not-so-immedi- ate
appeal of a good record
and excellent platform drew only
a handful of the thinking Wooster
students.
Possibly the situation might
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have been different if more people
had believed that Celeste could
win. As it was, many felt they
would be throwing away their
votes by voting for Celeste. It oc-
curs to me that a vote for a man
based on his qualifications is never
wasted. At the risk of being
schmaltzy, I might even say: that's
the point of democracy, isnt it:
. . . to offer the voting public a
choice so that it can pick the best
man? But then, as a man on the
street said to me, "Who wants to
back a loser, even though he's the
best man?" And then, it's always
good to keep in mind that saying,
peculiarly American, "nice guys
finish last.
Suzanne McQueen
Sound vs. Fury
To the Editor:
It's been several days since Dr.
Swartzback gave his chapel talk
"Reflections on a Riot." Was it
just another radical speech which
we can t remember very clearly
w? Sure there were riots all
over the country this past sum
mer, but thank God we didn t have
get involved! At least they
weren't in our neighborhoods. And
now that school has begun again,
we re swamped with papers and
books and don t have time to keep
up with the news. Besides, it will
be the same as usual: war and
riots. We're pretty lucky, I guess,
hat the time is over for the white
person to accomplish anything in
civil rights. That's one less, thing
1 i 1 1. I
we nave to leei guilty aooui.
What's the use of trying anyway
if riots are going to destroy what-
ever improvements are made? Dr.
Swartzback gave only a pessimistic
outlook toward the future. What
about all the efforts to keep things
cool? Why are these clergymen
so angry nowadays why don't
they do something? Why don't
wer
Elaine Pritchard
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Last weekend several Woos-teria- ns
engaged in a mud-fig- ht
in the torn-u- p section
behind Babcock. Tom Romich
(above) proudly displayed his
mudpack treatment.
11
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